Cost: Rs.29,990 + USD 470

Departures:
Apr 12, 24, May 22, July 11, Aug 23, Sept 8,

**DAY - 1  Cochin – Kuala Lumpur**
Assemble at the Cochin International airport 3 hrs prior to departure by Malindo or Air Asia flight to Kuala Lumpur at 11-30 pm.

**DAY - 2  PUTRAJAYA- KUALALUMPUR , Malaysia**
Upon arrival at the KULALUMPUR AIRPORT, Emigration, collect luggage, Customs clearance, proceed to exit where your local guide with placard will also be waiting to receive you. check in at PEARL INTERNATIONAL HOTEL or similar. (Standard check in time after 1500hrs onwards. Early check in is subject to availability ). Todays sightseeings are Visit PUTRAJAYA the newly constructed Malaysian Capital. City tour of Kuala Lumpur. Proceed for Kuala Lumpur CITY TOUR, This tour takes you around, Malaysia’s bustling capital. Enjoy the surprising architectural splendors of old and the new. Places covered:
National mosque, Kings Palace, Sultan Abdul Samad Building, Merdeka Square, National Monument, Railway Station, Railway Administrations Building, Cocoa Boutique, and Photostop at Twin Tower, see KL Tower, have a good view of the Icons of Malaysia, with its shopping outlets. Overnight stay PEARL INTERNATIONAL HOTEL or similar a 3* hotel. (Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner)

**DAY - 3  Genting Highlands – Batu Caves , Malaysia**
Proceed to Genting Highlands enroute we visit Batu Caves, & the largest world famous Murugan and Hanuman statues, and see a watch outlet. Onto Genting cable car Ride (Subject to Weather Condition). Enjoy the experience at the Casinos and the various rides at Genting at your choice. Overnight hotel at Genting or Kuala Lumpur. (Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner).

**DAY - 4  KUALALUMPUR Johar Baru - SINGAPORE– GARDEN CITY–SENTOSA ISLAND**
Proceed by your long distance coach to Singapore. On arrival at Johar Baru station, collect your luggage, show your travel documents including passport at the emigration, customs at Johar Baru. Continue to Singapore. Today afternoon visit SENTOSA ISLAND Sunset tour - with the mesmerizing attractions which covers, (one way Cable Car ride into Sentosa Island, when you can also watch some of the International luxury Cruiselines like Royal Caribbeans, Star Cruises, below you. Wax museum which has the Images of Singapore, Wings of Time show, a colourful Lazer show, Sea Aquarium etc. Later check into hotel Quality Marlow or similar a 3* hotel. (Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner)
Today you are in Universal studio, the replica of the one in Los Angeles. You have everything which Los Angeles Universal Studio has be it Mummy the Jurassic Park - the varieties of stages at Universal Studios the Water world and many more attractions. A full day visit make you fantastic and fabulous in Singapore. Universal Studio will bring to life the best Movie Themed attractions packed within seven zones ranging from Hollywood, far away to Sci-Fi city and Lost World. Lunch coupon will be included with Universal Studio. Overnight hotel. (Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner)

Today keep your bags ready. Morning time free for shopping. Afternoon proceed for a city tour of Singapore Visit the Swissotel - The Stamford- the second tallest hotel in the world, Esplanade, Merlion the symbol or Singapore, which is the icon of Singapore with the Lions face and the rest by fish, Parliament House, Mount Faber the harbour view, World Trade Centre, suntec city, the Orchard Road, Raffles Place, Gem Factory plus more. Those who need can have an optional visit to Jurong Bird Park in the morning, or the Singapore flyer or can spend your good time for shopping.

Evening transfer to the famous Changi International airport for your return flight by Scoot/Malindo/Airasia back home to Cochin or Trivandrum as per your ticket. On arrival emigration, collect your luggage, goodbye to your friends. Or you may stay back for more time in Singapore for luxury cruise of 1 night or 2 nights or 3 nights...to Bentang / Langkawi / Phuket / Krabi etc. (For this early booking with full payment essential). Arrival Cochin Or Trivandrum late night or next morning hours.

Cost per person on Twin/Double/Triple share basis:

Rs29,990 + USD 470

Group size of minimum 30 persons. For child below 12 years sharing room & bed with

Parents Rs29,990 + USD 320 | For Single accommodation USD 200 payable extra.

(During Diwali, New Year, Chinese New year period surcharges applicable Rs.5000 + usd 100)

INCLUSIONS

Economy class air tickets as of 30th May 2018 on group fare basis, to be ticketed 3 months prior to departure ex Cochin/Trivandrum, but for those who need Trivandrum early confirmation required, for this additional cost may be applicable.

Deluxe 3* hotels - 2 nights in Kuala Lumpur & 2 Nights in Singapore
Half day City Tour in Kuala Lumpur & Visit to KL Tower, Twin Tower and Batu caves
Visit Genting Highlands with one way cable car ride
Singapore city Tour
Sentosa Sunset Tour with one way Cable Car ride, Wings of Time show, Wax
Museum the images of Singapore, Sea Aquarium
Universal Studio with its attractions.
Meals as above - Daily Breakfast, Indian Lunch, Dinners Those who need local food may take extra but no refund possible, unless for the full group pre-booked.
All Transfers & entrance fees as per itinerary above
Tour Escort From Gn$ with a group of 30 passengers on tour.
Service of an English Speaking Guide locally
All Transportation & Sightseeing on Private Basis with a group of 30 persons.
Singapore & Malaysian visa.
Package Exclusions:
The cost of passport, Cost of optional Tours, GST, Laundry, Telephone charges, beverages, Food & Drinks not forming part of group menus, Mineral Water, Excess baggage charges or any other personal expenses. Anything not specifically mentioned under Tour Includes, Meals other than what is in the itinerary.

Please Note: (1)
The taxes of the Airline as calculated are on 30th August 2018. And if there is a drastic decrease in the group size it has to be borne by the passengers. Any deviations from the tour will be charged extra as per the prevailing airfare like sector change, date change etc. Twin and Triple sharing charges will be same. For single passenger, without family you will share a room either on twin or triple sharing basis depending on the bookings. If we do not have a single person like you, then you will have to bear the single supplement mentioned. The tour cost is based on 30 Persons travelling together in a group. No refunds for any expenses passengers might incur due to circumstances beyond our control such as flight cancellation, delays, accidents of any nature, bad weather, Force de Major, natural calamities, medical evacuation, supplier policies etc. The hotels will be star Category. If there is any cancellation occurred a non-refundable deposit of Rs.10,000 will be applicable. The advance payment will be Rs.25,000 per person. Documentation charges for visa purpose will have to be borne by the passengers. Granting of visa is at the sole discretion of the consulate. We will not be responsible for any visa rejection by the consulate. If any personal interview is required, passengers have to go to the consulate at their own expenses.

(2) Circumstances beyond Our Control:
Except where we say differently elsewhere in these conditions, we will not pay any compensation, reimburse expenses, or cover losses for any amount or otherwise accept responsibility if we have to change your Packaged tour after departure, or we, or our suppliers, cannot supply your Package, as we, or they, had agreed, or you suffer any loss or damage of any description, as a result of circumstances beyond our control. When we refer to circumstances beyond our control, we mean any event that we, or the supplier in question, could not foresee or avoid, even after taking all reasonable care. Such circumstances will usually include, but are not limited to, war, terrorist activity, civil unrest, industrial dispute, bad weather (actual or threatened) and significant building work ongoing outside of your accommodation, which is not known to us in advance of your departure date and building work from a third party (such as resort development).

(3) Conditions:
A non-refundable deposit of Rs. 25, 000/- has to be paid at the time of booking. Balance all payment including the foreign exchange payable abroad minimum 30 days prior to departure date and before the visa processing. Incase of passengers not paying the balance payment on time we will not be able to process the visa nor keep the hotel accommodation or air ticket as per the group, the consequence of any the passengers are responsible for same. Due to circumstances beyond our control if the tour is not operated on the date booked by you, we shall postpone the tour to the next available departure date but no refund possible, as same is already been paid to airlines, hotels as advance/full deposit.

DOCUMENTS REQUIRED FOR VISA:
Valid passport preferably with 1 year validity, minimum of 3 blank pages left to right in full, proof of income, and old passport if any, 4 matt finished photographs with white background Upto neck (35mm x 45mm), without border. Please check for any change with our Operations dept.

Cancellation:
For cancellations effected after confirmation of Hotels, air ticket, package tour, any refund is subject to the rules and regulations of the concerned airline/hotel/tour operators abroad. All cancellations must be received in writing during the office working hours. Telephone intimation will not be considered for cancellations. If the payments are not made as per the required date given to you, not only the hotel/ticket etc get’s cancelled and the amount so far paid if any will also be automatically forfeited as the tickets booked/purchased and hotels and other arrangements made are non-refundable. Also Please be notified that the entry to Foreign land is fully at the discretion of the emigration authorities, and we the tour operator cannot be held responsible for their action and the consequences there off.

Jurisdiction:
For all claims, disputes of whatsoever nature relating to the tour marketed/ coordinated by GnS Leisure Travels Pvt Ltd, the court in Ernakulam only has exclusive jurisdiction. For more information, booking conditions & other tours. Please visit our web site www.gnstours.com